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Learning objectives

At the end of this lecture, you will be equipped to

• Distinguish the different conceptual dimensions of sex and gender

• Find resources for conceptual frameworks

• Draw a conceptual framework for your own research



Why do we need a conceptual or theoretical framework?

“Epidemiological and other health research has been hampered
by a lack of clear conceptual models for considering [gender
and sex] both, simultaneously, to determine their relevance—or 
not—to the outcome(s) being researched” 

(Nancy Krieger, 2003: 653) 



• The M/F variable is not very precise. So what can we do?

• Think before starting: so you can pick a precise measure

• Conceptual framework to help you think of what might be at play
• Sex: chromosomes, genes, gene expression, hormones

• Gender: norms, roles, identity, relations…



A priori hypothesis to disentangle sex from gender

Krieger, Nancy. Genders, sexes, and health: what are the connections--and why
does it matter? Int J Epidemiol, 2003. 32(4): p. 652-7.
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Then we need a framework to conceptualise gender…



Categorical thinking is limited

Categorical thinking for gender (male/female) is limited

• Because it underplays diversity within gender categories
• E.g. subordinated masculinities

• Because it tends to establish a reference category (male)
• Men / boys not seen in active relations with women / girls, nor as actors of 

gender order. They are a shadowy background (gender = women)

Raewyn Connell, Gender, health and theory: Conceptualizing the issue, in local and world 
perspective, Social Science & Medicine, Vol 74, Issue 11, 2012, pp. 1675-1683.



Gender dynamics within a system

• To include heterogeneity within groups and to account for a relational 
perspective (economic, power, affective, and symbolic relations)

 gender dynamic perspective

Raewyn Connell, Gender, health and theory: Conceptualizing the issue, in local and world 
perspective, Social Science & Medicine, Vol 74, Issue 11, 2012, pp. 1675-1683.



Gender dynamics: example of HIV epidemic 

In southern and central Africa, where the heaviest burden of HIV has 
lain since the 1990s, transmission is mainly through heterosexual 
practice, and women now have a higher rate of infection than men. The 
social circumstances include poverty and rapid urbanization, but also 
involve gender orders that privilege men and subordinate women, 
especially young women. The gender dynamics here are not just a 
question of women’s vulnerability or empowerment. They also, 
centrally, involve masculinities and the agency of men. (p. 1679)

Raewyn Connell, Gender, health and theory: Conceptualizing the issue, in local and world 
perspective, Social Science & Medicine, Vol 74, Issue 11, 2012, pp. 1675-1683.



Structure Agency

Theoretical basis: Gender as a social system



Theoretical basis: Gender as a social system

Gendered social norms
Gendered socialisation
Unequal distribution of 

opportunities and power

Gendered identities
Gendered attitudes 

and behaviours
Gendered position

shape life experiences differently for women and men

Individuals navigate the gender system differently 
(reproduction / resistance)



3 dimensions of gender - Risman

• Individual level : gender is internalized through construction of selves 
and identity. 

• Interactional level : women and men face different cultural 
expectations in their roles, that is in relation to others (e.g. parenting 
norms, domestic work)

• Institutional level : social norms, regulations, law and organizational 
practices regarding materials goods and resources distribution (e.g. 
income/pensions or political representation)

Risman, Barbara J. “Gender as a Social Structure: Theory Wrestling with Activism.” Gender 
and Society, vol. 18, no. 4, 2004, pp. 429–450.



Identity: different facets of sexual and gender diversity

R. Bize, E. Volkmar, S. Berrut, D. Medico 2017. D’après Sam Killermann & Trans Student Educational Resources TSER

M/F variable



How do these three dynamic dimensions translate into health 
inequities and outcomes?



Gendered pathways to health

Heise, L., Greene, M. E., Opper, N., Stavropoulou, M., Harper, C., Nascimento, M., ... & Henry, S. (2019). Gender
inequality and restrictive gender norms: framing the challenges to health. The Lancet, 393(10189), 2440-2454.



The bare bones of sex – A. Fausto-Sterling

• Social phenomena influence ‘the social’ but also ‘the biological’
• Urban ultraorthodox Jewish adolescents have a lowered physical activity, less 

exposure to sunlight, and drink less milk than their more secular counterparts. They 
also have greatly decreased mineral density in the vertebrae of their lower back

• Chinese women who work daily in the fields have increased bone mineral content 
and density

• In Europe during the past thirty years, the number of vertebral fractures has 
increased 3 to 4-fold for women and more than 4-fold for men

• African Americans have greater peak bone densities than Caucasian Americans, but 
the difference may not hold when one compares Africans to British Caucasians

• White women and white men break their hips more often than black women and 
black men

 Cultural eating habits, occupation, exercise routine, race, and geographic 
location likely shape bones 



The bare bones of sex – A. Fausto-Sterling

• Contesting biology as a fixed, universal and immutable matter 
(Lock: local biologies)

• Analysis of materiality (biology) in actual, lived-in bodies

 dynamic systems call for dynamic analysis!



Biological determinism

100% biology
0% social

Relativism

0% biology
100% social

Dynamic systems theory

100% biology
100% social

Dynamic interplay



Dynamic analysis of bio/social effects

• The overwhelming focus on menopause as the period of the life cycle 
in which women enter the danger zone steers us away from 
examining how earlier sociocultural events shape our bones (p. 1504)

 hormones may not be the heart of the problem, but it 
overwhelms our thoughts  /perspectives

• Dynamic theories allow us to understand how behaviour (e.g. 
changing forms of exercise) and hormonal changes in the body might 
together produce bone loss or gain (p. 1507)



Handling complex, dynamic systems

• How do social systems that influence what we eat, how and when we 
exercise, whether we drink or smoke, what kinds of diseases we get 
and how they are treated, and how we age, to name some most 
relevant to bone formation, produce a particular bone structure in a 
particular individual with a particular life history? (p. 1510)



A life-course systems approach to the analysis of sex/gender

• ‘If the process, rather than the stasis, 
becomes our intellectual goal, we will 
improve medical practice’ (conclusion)

 Construct a theoretical diagram of 
interactions



• What about epigenetic markers?

• Can precision medicine help us?



Principles for sex- and gender-inclusion

• We need conceptual frameworks to guide research

• Set hypotheses before your start your research

• Define which dimensions of sex and gender you need to include

• Think dynamically and intersectionally !


